Examples of Day 2 (Saturday) Blog Posts

**DUCTUS 2: SATURDAY**

Today we focused in on our concept more. As a team, we decided that to split the rest of the research that would help give us proof of concept, as well as examples of solutions to problems that are similar to the one we are facing. This is to show that what we propose on Monday is applicable and a possible solution. After our meeting with the professors/advisors we have been able to figure out exactly how we are going to focus in on our solution. We are going to be taking all the information that we gathered today, and figure out what information we need for our final board. For tomorrow, we are planning on getting our board designed, and plotted. We also plan to have our presentation ready, and we know what we are going to say. We are going to also have sketches and a CAD model (possible rendered in-context) to show an idea of what the solution could look like in the scenario we are envisioning it.

---

**TEAM NOVO 4 DAY 2**

*English*

New day, new projects.

We began the day by having breakfast on the second floor, where we were able to learn about the many cultures represented among the Nexus Maximus attendees. We were able to learn about the musical tendencies of South America.

In addition, today we grew as a group, and added a new partner, Devin Morrison, a student of industrial design. Now Novo 4 has 4 members!

We began our arduous work by splitting up as a group to attend the workshops that Nexus had prepared for us. One group member attend the “Refugee Health in Philadelphia” workshop, another the “Empathy in Design” workshop and another group member attended the “Essentials of Survival and the Humanitarian Charter” workshop.
Then, we set out to work outside, in the sun, but for our bad luck we had to work inside because our computers could not get Internet access. The good thing is that this situation helped us to be more focused on the project, which facilitated the development of new ideas and a better organization of the project. We were able to create and prototype part of our proposal, so we are very happy for this great advance.

With this different method, time flew by, so the revision became very close!

We believe that our project has the capacity to change the perspective of refugees from the world of work and social life in America and the world.
We are very excited to be able to generate these proposals with so much potential!

We are clear that our project will change the lives of many people, so we are putting all our effort to do it in the best way. We believe in ourselves and believe in the development of new social inclusion policies.

Bye!

NOVO 4!

---

**Spanish**

Nuevo día, nuevos proyectos.

Comenzamos el día reuniéndonos para tomar desayuno, compartiendo multi-culturalmente entre compañeros, pudiendo actualizarnos en las tendencias musicales de Sudamérica.

Además, hoy crecimos como grupo, un nuevo compañero ha arribado, se trata de Devin Morrison, una estudiante de diseño industrial. Ahora somos 4!
Empezamos nuestro arduo trabajo dividiéndonos para asistir a los workshop que nexus nos tenía preparados. Pudiendo así asistir a los workshop de “Refugee Health in Philadelphia”, “Empathy in Design” y “Essentials of Survival and the Humanitarian Charter”. Luego, nos dispusimos a trabajar bajo el sol, pero para nuestra mala fortuna tuvimos que trabajar dentro ya que nuestros computadores no tenían carga. Lo bueno, es que esta situación nos sirvió para estar más concentrados en el proyecto, lo que facilitó el desarrollo de nuevas ideas y una mejor organización de este. Pudimos crear y prototipar parte de nuestra propuesta, por lo que estamos muy contentos por ese gran avance.

Con este método diferente, el tiempo voló, por lo que la revisión se nos hizo muy cercana!

Creemos que nuestro proyecto tiene las capacidades de cambiar la perspectiva que tienen los refugiados del mundo laboral y social en América y el mundo.

Estamos muy entusiasmados de poder generar estas propuestas con tanto potencial!

Tenemos claro que nuestro proyecto cambiará la vida de muchas personas, por lo que estamos poniendo todo nuestro esfuerzo para realizarlo de la mejor manera.
Creemos en nosotros y creemos en el desarrollo de las nuevas políticas sociales de inclusión. Del nuevo mundo libre, de las nuevas posibilidades de empezar desde cero.

Adios!

NOVA 4!